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Crowdsourcing Building Footprints in San Juan County
By: Nick Peihl, GIS Program Coordinator, San Juan County

I

n 2015, San Juan County, WA used Eagleview's ChangeFinder
service to compare 2008 and 2013 aerial imagery to analyze and
highlight new and modified construction and demolitions. As a

result, the County Assessor was able to identify millions of dollars in
additional property assessments. Additionally, the GIS department

received a shapefile of new building footprints.
ChangeFinder uses proprietary software algorithms to automatically
detect and outline buildings from aerial imagery. The detected building outlines (footprints) are saved in a shapefile with attributes explaining whether the building is new, modified or demolished. The

GIS department at San Juan County took ownership of the new
building footprints shapefile.
Historically, the County GIS department created and updated their
own building footprints shapefile by manually tracing imagery or
drawing from permit application plans. Unfortunately, this dataset
was not well maintained due to staff cutbacks in 2009. Receiving the

ChangeFinder building footprints shapefile was very exciting for the
GIS team.

First Version of Footprint Review
Peihl, decided footprints from the two datasets would be best

determined one-by-one. The better of the two footprints would
make it into the final dataset. In total, there were 18,000 foot(Continued on page 2)

The ChangeFinder building footprints were very good, but not always better than the older dataset. County GIS Coordinator, Nick
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Crowdsourcing Building Footprints in San Juan County
(Continued from page 1)

prints that needed manual review. Peihl developed an ad-hoc
web application where he could review randomly selected
footprints and click a button to select the better option. Votes
for each footprint are tallied in a database which can later be
used to determine which footprint makes it into the final dataset.
Peihl shared the application with Sutherland and Information
Services Manager, Tony Harrell. It was suggested that the
application could be shared with the public to crowdsource
the review process. In order to encourage users to review,
Footprint Review was redesigned with a game aspect where

reviewers

would

be

rewarded

wtih

unlockable

"achievements" based on how many reviews they made.
Footprint Review was announced and made available to the
public on May 27, 2016. Since its public release over 11,000
footprints have been reviewed. The GIS team is extremely

grateful to all reviewers and feedback from the community
has been very positive. Peihl expects to compile and release

Final Footprint Review Application

the final dataset on the San Juan County website in Winter
2016.
You may still contribute to Footprint Review at http://
sjcgis.org/footprint-review. More information and the source

code for the web application is available at http://github.com/
sjcgis/footprint-review.
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Washington GIS Conference 2016 Recap
By Sarah Meyers, System Engineering Specialist, Peninsula Light Company, 2016 WAURISA Washington GIS Conference Chair

T

his year’s annual conference found us in Tacoma

again. Our pre-conference workshops were well
attended by 106 individuals. The Workshop

educators deserve a huge thank you for supporting our
organization with yet again exceptional offerings. We ended
the day at the Social Bar where the conference committee
provided appetizers and the weather provided an awesome
evening to enjoy the waterfront.
As this was the 18th conference, which is quite a significant
number of years to host an annual event, we chose to

examine the changes in our world and our profession. Our
objective with this theme was to not only look back at our
projects and successes, but to also look forward at the
exciting developments in not just GIS, but the technology
community as a whole.

Josh Powell helped us open the conference discussing
technology changes, not just in the states but worldwide.
Josh discussed how disruption is the new normal; that we as

Left to Right– Sandy Bodner, Kerri O’Conner, Anna Yost,
Sarah Myers
continue to visit at the Steel Creek American Whiskey Bar
just a few blocks down the road.

technology experts and change agents have a responsibility

Wednesday saw us close the conference with a productive

to examine and discuss the effects of technology changes on

members meeting at lunch and a recap closing session where

our society. The power of technology is now at a stage

we thanked everyone for coming, gave away prizes,

where we can analyze and make sense of big data. This

announced the winners of the poster contest and announced

analysis is key to examining the effects this technology is
introducing. It was a riveting talk; one that was a little out of

the norm for us, but the thoughts Josh inspired with
attendees proved he was a good choice!
The conference attendance this year was slightly lower than
previous years,

but we still hosted 252 ‘geo-geeks’ over the

three day event. We had many outstanding presentations

built on the conversations that Josh’s talk started. Many
attendees said this was the best conference they had been to
recently!

the Summit Award recipient, Chuck Buzzard. It was very
special to see the look of surprise on Chuck’s face when we
called his name! It was a great close to another great
conference.
Thanks to everyone who volunteered to help plan the
conference. It was a monumental amount of work! Everyone
on the Conference Committee put their hearts into making

the conference great and it has been an honor as Conference
Chair to get to know this group. I thank everyone who
showed up at our monthly meetings and set aside time from
work and family to make this conference successful. I can’t

Many thanks to the 12 different vendors that joined us. Their
support allowed us to have the hosted Vendor Social.

wait to see what next year’s chair and committee does to

bring us back together again.

Tuesday evening at the convention center, I hope everyone
enjoyed the opportunity to get to know our sponsors and
socialize together. Many were having such a good time we

Many Thanks,
Sarah

had to kick them out! Fortunately everyone was able to
The Summit
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Developing Curriculum and Teaching GIS at Meeker Middle School
By: Mary Loftfield, GIS Mentor for Meeker Middle School, Tacoma Public Schools

T

his article is largely taken from the story map

"Teaching ArcGIS at Meeker Middle School" which
can be located by typing in a very long URL or by

searching the ESRI gallery (https://www.arcgis.com/home/
gallery.html) for "Meeker Middle School."
I volunteered my time to start a GIS program at Meeker Middle School after participating in GIS day the year before. My
inspiration was the amazing 8th grade student presentation
"The Voices of Vanguard" at the 2015 Washington GIS conference in Vancouver Washington. I was surprised how much I
enjoyed working with the students. I have never taught before and 12-14 year-olds are challenging. I discovered that

they are also smart, open-minded, creative, and many of

vironmental pressure caused by human activities. I was not

them love maps. They are in the middle of a transition be-

able to find data that specifically answered that question;

tween child's view of the world and the understanding how

most of the historical information was anecdotal, incomplete,

science plays out on the larger stage. I began to understand

or it has not been mapped. Fortunately, the Washington De-

how they think and see the challenge of teaching GIS in a

partment of Fish and Wildlife's excellent SalmonScape da-

way that allows them to evaluate and analyze world prob-

taset does map historical fish runs as well as current ones and

lems while simultaneously keeping GIS fun.

is already published on ArcGIS online. The best comprehen-

Meeker

Middle

School

is

focused

on

implementing

knowledge of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math
(STEM) and has been recognized as an innovative school by
the Tacoma School District. Meeker is unique as the school

already has career and technical education teachers offering
computer technology and engineering design classes in middle school classrooms for high school credit. The students in
each grade participated in a two-week STEM project with a

sive pollution data I found was the EPA's "303(d) Listed Impaired Waters." The most recent EPA data available was from
2008 and a couple of students commented on how old it was,
ancient by their standards. Despite their criticism, I had to
remember that my purpose was to show middle school students the types of pollution that the salmon might be exposed
to during their life cycle and not to portray a precise picture
of the water pollution they face today.

majority of students involved in addressing a real-world

The language barrier was an interesting and fun challenge

problem. After exploration of the problem, classmates re-

when we were searching for data for the Spanish classes. I

searched and proposed solutions.

found myself resurrecting my dated high school Spanish and

The 7th grade social studies teachers at Meeker Middle
School chose to examine the effects that human activities
had on salmon as part of their STEM project. Part of that project was to use ArcGIS online maps to help students see the

bigger picture.
The 8th grade school-wide STEM project covered mining in

bookmarking likely sites to share with the Spanish teacher;
she would tell me what the webpage said and I would tell her
if we could map the material. Much of the data we found was
in older ESRI formats; I learned that the ".eoo" file extension
is an ArcInfo interchange file and it can be imported to
ArcGIS online.

Washington. Kate Kuravackal, the Spanish teacher, expanded

The Basics

on that topic and covered mining in Mexico with her 8th

Before we could start examining the maps, the students need-

graders while her 7

ed the basics, and at the middle school level, the basics

th

graders looked at Mexican water re-

sources.

start with how to log in. "I forgot my password" was a major

Locating Data

issue. One solution was a formula; make all student pass-

There were challenges locating GIS data that fit the requirements. The 7th grade teachers wanted students to understand
how salmon runs have changed over time in response to enPage 4

words the student's number followed by that person's initials.
ArcGIS online allows the administrator complete control of
(Continued on page 6)
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Developing Curriculum and Teaching GIS at Meeker Middle School
(Continued from page 4)

group. I wanted to have everyone run the analysis and see

passwords and one problem is that our students are still free

what happened, but we wanted a layer with all the salmon

to change their passwords, and subsequently forget them.

for the class poster.

We wanted the students to understand the concept of layers

The students liked the fact that the trace downstream analysis

before we moved on to navigating the ArcGIS online site.

produced a field with the length of the line, which is also the

Students

easily

distance that their salmon needs to travel to reach the ocean.

enough but were confused by the terms. In the Lewis and

Then the students could fill in the name of the stream or riv-

Clark map shown online it helped to refer to the campsite

er, the salmon run(s), and the physical obstacles like dams

points layer, the trail lines layer, and states polygon layer.

and pollution problems the salmon encounter.

ArcGIS online uses the term "layers" on the mapping page so

Trace downstream produces a line feature that is, by default,

it was important to not make the mistake of referring to these

a medium blue that isn't easy to see. I had the students turn

as feature classes when starting out.

off the SalmonScape layer and took advantage of the oppor-

Teaching 7th and 8th graders to navigate the website took

tunity to show them how to change the symbols. Another

more time than expected. Most 13 year-olds can figure out a

difficulty was that occasionally the "Trace Downstream" anal-

new video game in minutes but that ability doesn't necessari-

ysis would leave the current stream/river channel and head

ly translate to an application like ArcGIS online — a website

off overland to join another nearby waterway. This was prob-

designed for adults. Some students picked it up immediately,

ably due to the 30-meter resolution of the basemap.

while others needed more repetition and personal assistance.

The next step was to put the pollution data together with

The students needed to be shown how to save and share a

the salmon runs. Again, if we had more time, we could have

seemed

to

understand

the

concept

map and the difference between "save" and "save as" confused some; some students ended up with as many as six
copies of their map.
We had the 7th graders save a basic Salmon and Water Quality map with the WDFW SalmonScape data and then showed
them how to change the basemap and add layers like fish
traps and hatcheries, major dams, and mines. As I mentioned,
the concept of layers needed to be constantly reinforced.
Most of the students were able to edit a feature, add a salmon

in this case, without difficulty. The layer, or feature class, had
already been created for the students with a "sample"
fish. Each person was instructed to add a salmon on one of
the SalmonScape streams to the map along with his or her
name and class. There were over 200 7th-graders taking part
in this lesson, so unlabeled fish were a problem, and there
was some mischief (a half dozen salmon were found as far
away as North Korea). I created extra fish that could be assigned to any students who had difficulty with this step.

Analysis
On the second day, most of the students needed to use "filter"
tool to find the fish they had created when we moved on to
analysis. After the students found their salmon, they used the
trace downstream tool to see the salmon's journey. While
each student traced his or her salmon downstream,
the instructor ran the analysis for all the salmon in the class
Page 6
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Developing Curriculum and Teaching GIS at Meeker Middle School
(Continued from page 6)

Note that we also discussed the reliability of the sightings and

built a stronger connection between the individual student pro-

the students decided that the evidence was pretty weak. We

jects and the big picture of the scientific concepts displayed in

played geocaching hide and seek. The students can add data to

the map. The science and social studies teachers coordinated

a map of wild animal sightings in the Meeker area using their

their lessons for the STEM project, and the 7th graders understood the problems when fish encounter pesticides, human and
animal waste, and motor oil. A couple of the student projects
mention that not enough oxygen was a problem for the salmon.

Conclusions

smartphones and home computers (rabbits, deer, raccoons,
skunks, and coyotes are common). I want to collect enough

wild animal data so that the students look at predator/prey
relationships and see where pet owners need to be careful.
The Spanish students made some wonderful maps of water

The data is not perfect and the downloaded EPA dataset does
not identify the pollutant problems but provides a link to the
information. It takes time to search out the data in its current
form, the "Water Quality Assessment Reports," and if you look

quality and mining in Mexico. An example of their work is on
display in the "Teaching GIS at Meeker Middle School" public

map posted online.

at the web pages, you can see why the presentation might con-

The Salmon and Water Quality project was ambitious and the

fuse 7 grade students. My next step, a summer project, is to

students did not get as far with the material as I had hoped.

write a python program to "mine" the EPA data and import it

My plans for this and future projects include:

into a spreadsheet that will allow me to create simplified data

I will increase the amount of time scheduled for teaching a

th

fields for younger students. I suspect

GIS lesson. Several students and all of

that high school students would not
have a problem with the EPA
"Water Quality Assessment Reports" in their current form.

These wonderful and committed people
never have enough time but they can get a
good start with ESRI's online tutorials.

Each of the students did an individ-

the Social Studies teachers came in
after school to "road test" the water
quality/salmon lesson. The students who volunteered generally

had better performance compared to

ual stem project, either digital or hand

those who didn’t and the time it takes a

-drawn about protecting the salmon. "Map
Notes" under "add data" can be used to display student projects

small group of the high performing students to complete the

as is demonstrated in the Mexico Mining Map. There are logis-

material should be doubled, preferably tripled, for a larger

tical and time challenges involved in collecting over 200 stu-

class.

dent projects and publishing them. Schools have security con-

I need to do more work to make this lesson appropriate for

cerns about publishing photos to a public site like Picassa so
each photo needs to be individually uploaded to ArcGIS online.
An additional opportunity to look at the big-picture effects of
human activities on salmon would be to compare the density of

the 7th-grade level and the students needed additional class
work to understand the scientific principles and the data.

It would be easier to teach smaller groups. A class of 25-30

the EPA reports on salmon streams to a map of land-use in the

students needs at least three people to teach the material and

area. The density layer is included in our online story map. I

five would be ideal. One person to demonstrate (often repeat-

found an excellent Washington State land use layer created by

edly), the steps on the overhead projector, and the rest to help

the Department of Ecology but it was over a GB in size and

the individual students.

took too long to render onscreen.

We need to teach the teachers ArcGIS online. These wonder-

We have started a GIS club at Meeker with the goal of teaching

ful and committed people never have enough time but they

spatial awareness, mapping, and analytic skills through play.

can get a good start with ESRI's online tutorials. One of my

Students overlaid a map of bigfoot sightings over one of camp-

favorites is: Getting Started with ArcGIS online (http://

ing sites and used analysis tools to discover where someone

learn.arcgis.com/en/projects/get-started-with-arcgis-online/).

should pitch a tent for the best chance of a bigfoot sighting.
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President’s Column: To 2017 &
Beyond

A large GIS project like "Salmon and Water Quality" needs

(Continued from page 1)

to start at the beginning of the school year. There is a reason

of course the evening so-

why teachers start planning early.

cials. Our keynote speaker,

It becomes more challenging if a teacher wants to use material that is not already published without assistance from a GIS
professional. Then the teacher needs to be able to use ArcGIS
Desktop. Teachers need to be able to find and download datasets, or create layers (feature classes) from scratch, and then
project, symbolize, and publish (share) them to the school's
ArcGIS

online

account.

If

the

lesson

in-

volves students collecting their own data, the teachers may

Josh Howell, made a passionate case for all of us
getting

more

involved

with our skills to make the
world a better place. I had
several people tell me how
much they enjoyed the
entire conference.

also want to create domains. For example, pH values could

The success of the conference can be measured in a number of

be limited to a range, 1.0 -14.0, or they can create a drop-

ways: Our attendance which was right around 250 people , our

down menu of specific values.

ten vendor sponsors who set up booths and helped fund our

ArcGIS online is a wonderful teaching tool for middle school
students but using it effectively takes much more time and

preparation than I anticipated. The website is designed for
adults and site administration is a very different process in

vendor social, and the positive feedback we received from our
survey. I measure the success of the conference in my own

selfish metric of how much fun I had, and in that regard I give
the conference five out five spinning earth globes.

the controlled chaos that is middle school. I would be happy

The conference cannot occur without the help of all the volun-

to discuss what I learned with anyone who is interested in

teers. I would like to thank everyone who had their hand in the

taking on the challenge. I plan on writing a complete article

helping with the conference starting with the conference coor-

on the subject as well as researching what changes are possi-

dinator Sarah Myers. Sarah has helped coordinate our confer-

ble in order to make it easier for educators and students to

ence now for a few years and has the mechanics of the confer-

use the ArcGIS online website.

ence dialed-in to a well-run process. There are always ways we

ArcGIS online can be introduced though play and I believe
the best plan is to implement a progression of simple through

more advanced lessons as the students advance from the 6th
through the 8th grades.
The map can be viewed here .The teaching materials and my
citations and sources are available upon request. The layers
that I used to create the maps are all publicly available except

for the Lewis and Clark data, which is no longer published.
Feel free to contact me with suggestions and requests at:
mloftfield@gmail.com

Thank You To:

can improve, but we know the basic recipe for success: Find
great people to take on specific duties and spread the work out

amongst a group of interested and passionate GIS users.
Now, before the dust has settled from the 2016 conference, it is
time to look forward to our 2017 conference. We need YOU to
think about how you would like to be involved in next year’s
event. If you are willing to help with the planning of the con-

ference, now is the time to get involved. I promise you will
find it a rewarding use of your time, not to mention it can help
with GISP points. Sarah will be moving down to assistant conference coordinator so we need to find someone to take her
place next year.

Sally McHugh, Marilyn Harrelson, Karen McKenna, Brian

Next year’s conference will be in Tacoma again in the middle

Sandstrom, Kate Kuravackal, and Tim Berent.

of May. I hope to hear from many of you who can help us.
I wish you all a great rest of the summer full of distractions
and activities.

The Summit
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A Chat with Chuck Buzzard—WAURISA GIS Person of the Year
By Jacob Tully, GIS Coordinator, Swinomish Indian Tribal Community

C

huck Buzzard is the GIS Supervisor for Pierce Coun-

the Air Force at the tail end of the Vietnam War where I went

ty and has spent 25 years using, producing, and

to electronics school to support teletype and encyroptograph-

managing GIS. He is the 2016 recipient of the

ic equipment. That was through about 1979. After the Air

WAURISA Summit GIS Person of the Year Award. We

Force and prior to going to college, I was a climbing guide for

chatted for forty minutes discussing his work with Pierce

4-5 years. I went to school originally to be a math teacher and

County, his thoughts on the current state of GIS, and his ad-

got through the math courses, but before started teaching I

vice for those thinking of pursuing GIS as a career. The inter-

realized “there’s no way I can do this.”

view below was lightly edited for content and clarity.

Anyway, I ended up up bailing out of the education pro-

Jacob: Where did you grow up, and did you envision your-

gram, but I had taken some classes in geography—just gen-

self in your current role, as a younger person?

eral ED type stuff. One of these classes I had taken had this

Chuck: Well, I grew up in the Portland area and went into

little section on something new called “computerized cartog(Continued on page 11)

Chuck Buzzard (left) receives his plaque as the 2016 WAURISA GIS Person of the Year Summit Award Winner from WAURISA
Board Member Cort Daniel (right).
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(Continued from page 10)

Chuck: If somebody asked us to make a map for them,

raphy.” So I talked to the prof at Portland State University

we’d direct them to one of the engineering companies that

and he said,” You got a great background for this stuff, and

would do custom mapping for them. We don’t do any cus-

ESRI, a newer company out there, has just come out with a

tom mapping inside the IT group. The Planning Depart-

product called ArcInfo. You might be interested in taking

ment and the Assessors Treasurers Office are the only de-

some of these classes.” So, I jumped in there. I thought it was

partments that I’m aware of that do custom mapping.

very cool, and started running their computer lab. Then I de-

Jacob: Sounds like quite an operation down there. Are

cided to stick around for a couple more years to do a Master’s

you working on any interesting projects currently, or do

degree in Geography.

you have any favorite projects you completed?

Jacob: So, that covers the beginning. Can you tell us about

Chuck: Probably NextGen 911 is our most important pro-

your current role with Pierce County?

ject. I’ve put a lot of time in on that one along with other

Chuck: Well, I’m the GIS Supervisor here at Pierce County…

folks here in the office as-well-as the county MSAG coordi-

we have a small staff that works in the IT Department that

nator. I’m not sure if you’re familiar with that term, but the

provides a little bit of data development, but most of the

E-911 system is based on tabular data, similar to the white

[other] departments do the lions share of that. We primarily

pages from the telephone book. The Master Street Address

provide customized GIS software, so we have a couple of

Guide, or MSAG is used to provide local knowledge so that

programmers, a handful of data development staff, training

when a telecom is going to put in a new phone customer’s

and support folks, a DBA and a manager. That makes up the

address, they check the address they provided against this

IT side of GIS. On the other side, we have about 800 GIS us-

MSAG to make sure it’s a valid street name and house

ers across most of the county departments.

number. Of course that’s all based on land line information.

Pierce County has about 850,000 people, with Tacoma being

Now 70% of all 911 calls are coming from cell phones, so

the largest city. Things are pretty urbanized down here, with

they’re transitioning that tabular system into a GIS system.

an unincorporated population of about 350,000, which I think

The State 911 office has just hired a contractor to provide an

is the largest unincorporated population in the state.

IP network that’s secure and allows callers to send a text,

Jacob: Wow, that’s sizeable.
Chuck: King County has a much larger population, about
three times larger, but most of their population is in incorporated areas. We have a lot of unincorporated folks down

here. The departments, we have multiple sections in public
works, a sewer treatment plant with a large sewer system
and a couple small water systems. We help all of those different departments by providing GIS services covering anything
from the desktop environment to ArcGIS Online.

Jacob: How many people do you have on your core GIS
staff?
Chuck: On the IT side, there’s sixteen of us, but we have
about 800 [other GIS users]. We help provide [GIS] services
for some of the cities, and there’s about five or six private
companies that use our services too, so we have a consortium. For the private companies, it gives them access to orthophotography, and all the GIS data and software so they don’t
have to go out and buy it themselves.
Jacob: Very nice, so you offer services to the private sector?
The Summit

video and pictures to 911.
It’s a big change from how it has operated in the past and
new GIS data’s got to be created for the NG 911 system.
We’ve been in the process of creating the data and then

synchronizing it with the MSAG and phone number/
address list so this addresses can be geocoded to ensure
fixed land lines as-well-as cell-based 911 calls are routed to
the correct dispatch agency.
Jacob: Interesting, so are the mobile phone calls to 911,
either loosely or precisely geolocated in the 911 system?
Chuck: They’re using location, so instead of an address it
comes in as an X,Y coordinate. That’s a whole other part of
this. Are you familiar with John Oliver? He did this little
skit on 911 [systems] and anyway, it’s pretty interesting.
What’s going on is the FCC was supposed to require wire-

less companies to provide the phone’s GPS locations to the
911 system. Of course, they’ve been stonewalling this for a
number of years now, and the FCC is not requiring them to
provide the phone location. Instead they triangulate off cell
(Continued on page 12)
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person who needs it has totally changed the way GIS is used.

towers the phone is using to come up with your location. Anyway, it’s a real clunky way to come up with an X,Y coordi-

Jacob: Absolutely, pretty wild.

nate, and not terribly accurate. You’ll get a chuckle out of the

Chuck: That’s a matter of 25-30 years. It’s absolutely changed

John Oliver skit.

the way people use data now.

Jacob: I’ll put a link to it in the article. That sounds like

Jacob: Building on that, more broadly speaking, is that how

quite an interesting skit.

you see the future of GIS in general? Increased access across

Chuck: Well, not everybody might find Jon Oliver’s sense

the board?

of humor. But anyway, all 39 counties are in the process of

Chuck: Yes, that and the fact that all these people are using

updating their MSAG and creating GIS data. Diversity [of

GIS without having any idea that it is GIS. They’re just access-

county populations] is really the big stumbling block, because

ing their data from a device that they use in their everyday

you’ve got counties like King and Pierce County, and then

life. It’s not special equipment. Before we first started push-

you’ve got smaller counties like Columbia county with a pop-

ing out map services to AGOL and having field crews using

ulation of about 4,000 people. The amount of money those

Collector for ArcGIS, just that process of using Arc explor-

counties can throw at the problem is tiny compared to the

er…you’d have to export the data , store it on the device, the

larger counties.

field crew would have to come in get the device, then they
would drive out, do their data entry, drive back to the office,

Jacob: So what do you see for the fu-

check it back in, and push it to the

ture of Pierce County GIS outside
of the Next-Gen 911 project?
Where do you think GIS is headed?
Chuck: Well, for me, when GIS

production database. Now they’re

If you started GIS after ArcInfo
workstation, you have no idea how tedious
it was to make a map.

out in the field interacting with
their data real-time using their
smartphone. If they run into
something they aren’t sure how to

started it was sort of a back room

handle, they just take a photo, send it

endeavor where you had some folks…

to their supervisor and ask, “what am I supposed to do with

If you started GIS after ArcInfo workstation, you have no

this”. Prior to this the supervisor would have to drive out in-

idea how tedious it was to make a map. You had to program

to the field. It’s completely revolutionized that whole concept.

every pen movement with Arc Macro Language (AML). A

People are able to do so much more in a shorter period of

map now that takes you 30-60 minutes, used to take a week.

time.

The equipment was horribly expensive. A UNIX work station
cost around $10,000, an electrostatic plotter was about
$60,000. Now you can get an ArcGIS Online (AGOL) account
and an inkjet plotter and start a GIS shop with probably less
than $6,000. The cost is quite a bit cheaper and the ability to
have the internet access has just been phenomenal.

That’s, I think, really where we’re headed. However, there are
a few things we’re still scratching our head about. We’re not
sure what their [ESRI’s] licensing model is anymore. Used to
be you’d have an ELA and concurrent licensing. Now they’re
trying to do everything with named users. That doesn’t really

work with a big organization like ours. An example, one week

For us it’s moving everything out to the field worker. Instead

we’ll have a crew do assessments and they might not touch

of being a backroom thing, and working for a week to get a

the GIS data until the next year they redo the same assess-

map, you push your map up or publish it in ArcServer or

ment. The result is that we constantly have to manage these

ArcGIS online, and it’s available to your field staff in thirty

users. We’re waiting to see how ESRI is going to handle that

minutes. That’s shattered our old model of GIS users. The

kind of environment. Named users works fine if you just have

ability for the field staff to have access to GIS data has been a

a handful of users doing all your field work, but with us it’s

game changer and they don’t have to know anything about

just a constant user management headache. Either we have

GIS. They have an iPad or iPhone, they pull up a map win-

this monstrous nightmare of having to constantly mange us-

dow, call up an asset like a culvert or guard rail, take pic-

ers or ESRI has got to work named users into a concurrent li-

tures, or access drawing files. All that info directly out to the
Page 12
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censing model. That’s one of our big concerns right now.
Jacob: We’re also experiencing that [username issue] here
at Swinomish. It’s becoming a whole different setup. It’s

Chuck: Yes, that and the fact that now there are all these
other kinds of devices that you have to support. Write
something for the mobile environment versus the browser,

no longer classic desktop GIS.
Chuck: Yes, it’s turning us into full time users managers
in IT rather than GIS people. And then there’s the whole

push for cloud computing. That’s the other big thing we’re
looking into right now for storage and CPU usage. Is that

versus the desktop. Used to be just the desktop and you
didn’t have to worry about all these other things.

Jacob: So those were the greatest challenges, what would
you say has been your greatest success?

really cost effective for GIS? We’re just now seriously look-

Chuck: I would say we were surprised with ArcGIS

ing at it as a possibility.

Online. We held off on ArcGIS Online (AGOL) for quite a

Jacob: This dovetails into that, and I’m a little bit embar-

rassed to ask this because it seems like such a classic job
interview question, but what has been your biggest challenge as a GIS professional over the last 25 years?
Chuck: The biggest challenge…recently our biggest challenge has been the speed of change in that,

while. We just weren’t sure what the costs were going to
be and also whether it was worth devoting a huge amount
of effort into the technology. We were waiting for other
counties to have a “big success” before diving in. But ESRI
was out there being very good about marketing AGOL and
our road operations group saw some of their demos at a
public works conference.

you know, for quite a few years we
did a lot of customization of the
ESRI platform to provide very
specific

workflow

improve-

ments using the ESRI product
line. Back in the AML and ArcIn-

It holds us back from being able to do new,
inventive, creative things because we’re
stuck in a continuous maintenance cycle.
That’s our biggest challenge right now.

fo workstation days, you could do a
customization and get 10+ years out of it. Nowadays, it
seems like every two years there is a major change in the
development environment and all of the stuff you’ve done
in the past has to be rewritten. Customization has become
such a chore. We’re looking at ways to improve that.
I know ESRI has come up with the App Builder, and that’s
kind of cool, but it’s pretty limited. If you start doing your
own customizations, you’re back in that same boat. I know
ESRI is coming out with the new JavaScript API. The last
one [lasted] about 2 years, and now the new one is break-

ing all of the customizations you did prior to that. You
can’t continue to build new stuff because your programmers are stuck maintaining and bringing along all of your
old stuff. It holds us back from being able to do new, inventive, creative things because we’re stuck in a continuous maintenance cycle. That’s our biggest challenge right

now.
Jacob: Continuous maintenance cycle, I like that. So to
summarize, you’re saying that the compression of the
timeline for new GIS developments is one of the major
struggles facing GIS.
The Summit

They came

back all excited and said , “hey we
want to try this thing!”
So, we said, ”Okay, let’s try a pilot.” We wanted to do a good job
with on the cost benefit of using
AGOL. If we’re going to change

from [the] existing ArcPad environment
to AGOL, it really needed to pay off. So they came up with
a culvert and ditch inspection project they really wanted to
try it on. They kept track of time, fuel costs and other operating costs and IT watched server usage, storage costs,

AGOL credits and licensing on our side. In the end we
wrote a white paper that outlined the existing system and
the piloted system which proved the benefits of making
the change. The success of switching totally caught us off
guard. Road operations identified significant savings for
this one assessment program so they said, it’s a no brainer,

we’re moving forward, hopefully you’ll support us.
Road operations has about 20 assessment programs they
run throughout the year. They said “we’ll probably do
four to maybe six programs with 50 users throughout the
year. ”We said we can support that and put the system in

place to support them. Road Operations wound up doing
15 of their 20 assessments in the first year. We were going
crazy because we only bought 50 named users and they
(Continued on page 14)
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were going gangbusters with iPods and iPhones. Now every
one of their assessment programs is run this way. We have
150 AGOL users right now and by the end of this year, it will
probably be 200. That growth occurred over three years—
from nothing to 200 users. That’s probably our biggest recent

degree, but if they’re do then they should look in computer
science as a secondary degree.
Jacob: So, one final question that the readers are dying to
hear. Would you rather fight one horse sized duck or 100
duck sized horses?

success. In our first year using AGOL, ESRI gave our pilot a

Chuck: Hahaha, wow, now that is a difficult question. Oh, I

SAG award, which was a very nice recognition of our Road

think the latter of the two.

Operations program.

Jacob: Right, right, take them on one at a time. Well thank

Jacob: Do you have any advice for those starting a career in

you Chuck. I appreciate the opportunity. That’s all I have on

GIS or any major lessons you wish you’d known then, what

my side.

you know now?

Chuck: You bet, it’s been great to talk with you.

Chuck: the one thing I would tell people is that GIS is a
tool to do your work, and unless you’re an IT person, programmer, etc. your background and career should be in
something other than GIS. Look at GIS as a way to improve
the way you do your work.

Database administrators for spatial databases, ArcGIS Server
administrators, user account managers for AGOL and Portal
all wind up being more of an IT related thing. If you want to
really concentrate on just the GIS side of things and supporting other people, programming is really a must. You probably need to know how to use JavaScript APi’s as well as Java
programming, visual studio, C-Sharp.
Jacob: From my own personal experience, many of my colleagues got into GIS loving geography, and enjoyed being
outside, thinking “it’d be fun to wander around with a GPS
unit, collecting spatial data—that sounds pretty cool!” The

deeper I’ve gotten into GIS, it has gotten more IT & database
administration oriented and has had me thinking that maybe
I should have pursued a career in IT instead of geography?
Chuck: If you have a degree in something, say parks management, GIS is a great tool for asset management and spatial

analysis, but it’s almost as if that becomes… when I first started it was so hard to do this work that you needed GIS experts
to do the work for you. But I’m not sure that that’s really the
case anymore, especially with ArcGIS Pro and desktop?
There’s still the need for someone who will customize work
flows with Python, but the actual GIS work is not that diffi-

cult anymore. Yes, you should have some understanding of
spatial analysis, but if you have some other career path then
learn GIS as a productivity tool. There are a lot of degree programs now that are including GIS as part of their core curriculum. I would suggest people don’t focus on GIS as a core
Page 14
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What are Employers Looking for in New GIS Employees?
By: Anna Yost, GIS Analyst, City of SeaTac

T

he yearly WAURISA conference is always a great op-



portunity to check the pulse of the Washington GIS

The rest of the comments mentioned: innovation, interpersonal
skills, problem-solving, detail oriented, business analysis, data
modeling, basic understanding of IT, hands-on training, adaptability, specialization, and confidence. Part of our job in the
GIS profession is communicating information , so it is not surprising that supervisors are looking for both good technical
skills, and good functional skills.

community and take a peek at what everyone has been

working on. This year there were presentations on asset management, crowd-sourced mobile data, risk assessment and program
management, and much more. Just from this small sampling of

topics, it is possible to identify a wide range of technical skills
that GIS professionals can leverage in their work, and the conference was a great opportunity to identify which skills to add to
our training plans .

ArcGIS Server (4)

In an effort to synthesize the results from the survey into advice for those embarking on a GIS career, I would recommend:
learn the basic GIS data editing and management skills, culti-

For GIS students and new GIS professionals the possibilities for

vate your communication and customer service skills, and use

training can be overwhelming, so this conference was a chance

each project as an opportunity to learn as much as possible

to ask GIS professionals in supervisory roles about what they

about how you can best use GIS to solve problems.

look for in new employees. Thanks to Amanda Taub’s postconference survey, and those of you who responded, we received some good feedback on what employers are looking for
in new hires. The most common responses to the question “what

skill would you like to see in a prospective employee?” were
(with number of times mentioned):

Thank you to all those who responded to the survey (and
Amanda Taub for putting it together). If you are interested in
sharing more feedback about important skills for new GIS professionals, please email me at: annayost88@gmail.com and I

will add it to the list. One of the goals for the WAURISA Community Engagement Committee this year is encouraging dia-



solid base of GIS technical skills (7)

log between current GIS students and the community of GIS



communication (6)

professionals in order to facilitate networking and career op-



eager to learn (5)



good customer service (5)



online applications (4) (ArcGIS and other)

plan activities. If you are interested in this conversation, please



programming (4) (Python, C#, ESRI JavaScript API)

email me and I will add you to the meeting invite email.

The Summit

portunities. The Community Engagement Committee meets
the first Tuesday of each month (in a shared meeting with the
Professional Development Committee) to discuss goals and
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2016 OpenStreetMap — State of the Map US
Recap
By Clifford Snow, OSM Contributor
From July 23-25th, Seattle University in the heart of Seattle’s

Capitol Hill neighborhood proved to be the perfect location
for the 2016 OpenStreetMap State of the Map US conference.
This year’s conference was focused on building and growing
the mapper community, developing skills, and strengthening ties with other user groups and communities. Situated
close to downtown with readily accessible public transportation, location wasn’t everything, but it did contribute to the
events success. Over 400 mappers attended the conference,
some from as far away as Russia and Columbia.

One keynote speaker was Katherine Maher, the Executive
Director of Wikimedia. She spoke of “the power of open
communities to fundamentally change the way we understand the world” and highlighted ways Wikimedia and

OpenStreetMap (OSM) are similar, yet different. Wikimedia’s goal is to map all of human knowledge while OSM
aims to map the world. She talked about investing in community by making friends, being inclusive, and letting people build while being patient and caring.

Other speakers included Dale Kunce from the American Red
Cross and founder of Missing Maps, Tacoma Fire Chief

Alan McConchie, lead cartographer at Stamen Design
discussing what OpenStreetMap statistics may tell us about
the future of OpenStreetMap

James Duggan, Phoebe Merrit of SpatialDev Seattle, and
Alan McConchie, lead cartographer at Stamen Design. With
forty-four total talks, birds of a feather gatherings, social
activities, and three tracks of workshops, the conference
exceed the expectations of the local organizing committee:
Chase Stephens, Ari Simmons-Steffen, Paul McCombs, Joel
Masselink, and Clifford Snow.

The Summit is the newsletter of WAURISA. To encourage the
discussion of issues and ideas of importance to the Washington GIS community, we welcome letters to the editor or opinion essays. Letters should be a maximum of 100 words and
essays should be limited to 500 words.

As in past years, OpenStreetMap offered transacription ser-

Chief Editor: Jacob Tully

vice for the hearing impared audience and also offered free

Editorial Board: Jacob Tully, William Jonsson, Greg Babin-

child care to encourage working parents to attend. Videos of

ski, Heather Glock

the conference are available here.

For subscriptions, content, comments, or suggestions, email:
Summit@WAURISA.org

OpenStreetMap is now accepting proposals to host the international 2017 State of the Map conference, with dates and
location to be decided.
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thanks the following sponsors
for their generous support:

Esri's geographic information system (GIS) software gives you the power to think
and plan geographically. GIS is used in more than 350,000 organizations worldwide. It helps cities, governments, universities, and Fortune 500 companies save
money, lives and our environment. Whether transporting ethanol or studying
landslides, these organizations use GIS to collect, manage, and analyze geographic
information, which helps them see relationships, patterns, and trends. They can
then solve problems and make better decisions because they are looking at their
data in a way that is quickly understood and easily shared.

Cityworks® - Empowering GIS® for Public Asset Management. Since 1986,
Azteca Systems Inc. has been providing innovative GIS-centric management software to public agencies that own and care for infrastructure and property. Built
exclusively on Esri’s ArcGIS technology, Cityworks® is a powerful, scalable, and
affordable platform for asset management, permitting, licensing and more. Timetested and proven technology, Cityworks is Empowering GIS® at more than 500
user sites around the world.

Electronic Data Solutions® (Elecdata®) provides exceptional products and services for spatially enabled field data collection and environmental monitoring
solutions. Along with our specialization in mobilizing field crews, we also offer
the necessary back office applications with professional GIS services for data
management and reporting by leveraging advances in web, cloud, and enterprise
technologies. We can give you expert guidance on Trimble mapping and imaging
systems, Esri GIS software, Laser Technology rangefinders, Juniper Systems field
computers, and various water monitoring instrumentation. We have rental
equipment with a repair center for Trimble mapping hardware. Our professional
services also include premium technical support, training, ArcGIS Online and
Collector app services and UAS (Unmanned Aircraft Systems) products and
services. Visit us at www.elecdata.com

The King County GIS Center provides quality service and exceptional value for
our clients with one of the most capable GIS organization in the Pacific Northwest. Unlike most consultants, our professional staff members are not merely
theoreticians, but practicing users of the types of GIS solutions government and
business require. Why do we offer our services to outside customers? We
have a long-term interest in the success of GIS throughout the region. We
know that our success depends on satisfied clients and we are committed to
delivering quality GIS business solutions that provide value for our customers.
Whether you need consulting, programming, data, mapping, or GIS training - Let KCGIS help you put GIS to work!

The Summit
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Pictometry integrations give GIS professionals the ability to apply highly accurate,
real-world visual context to property-centric, land-based features within programs such as the Esri® ArcGIS solutions suite. Activities traditionally requiring
field visits can be performed directly from a tablet, desktop or handheld device,
utilizing the power of Pictometry images and solutions. Enjoy a seamless blend of
GIS and real-world visualization in a single, productive workflow. www.pictometry.com

The Urban Studies Program offers a Master of Science in Geospatial Technologies degree. Admission is open during autumn quarter only and will be comprised of a 20 student cohort. The degree will provide advanced training in GIS,
training students to use and apply geospatial hardware, software, and data in
urban and environmental planning scenarios. It will also prepare students to
become leaders in the management and utilization of geospatial technologies
within the job market -- public, private, and not-for-profit sectors. It will also
offer training in the development and deployment of location-based mobile applications and management of web-based geospatial data. This program will maintain a theoretical/critical focus on the application of these technologies to urban
and environmental problem solving.

West Safety Services is North America’s leading provider of 9-1-1 technology
solutions. Backed by over 36 years of world-class network engineering focused
on the needs of public safety, West manages the entire emergency response
continuum through data management, reliable networks and a deep understanding of public and personal safety emergency response protocols. We continue to
develop ground-breaking NG9-1-1 solutions. Our seamless, reliable, redundant,
end-to-end infrastructure enables responding agencies to locate, route, transport
and deliver emergency communications to help save lives. West continues to
break new ground, providing users of both traditional and emerging technology
with high-quality, reliable access to 9-1-1.

At Latitude Geographics, we believe that geographic information over the web
can empower people to make better decisions that affect their lives, society, and
the world around us. We channel our energy into developing Geocortex software and providing related services. We help hundreds of customers and partners around the world maximize their success with Esri web-based mapping
technology. Esri is the world's leading GIS platform. Behind the scenes, we believe deeply in building a company which we can be proud of; a team that makes
a difference and helps one another grow and develop.

Terra GIS provides expertise in Geographical Information Systems, consulting for
social and environmental issues, and subjects related to sustainable development.
Services include environmental research, field work and reporting, spatial analysis, cartography, implementation of web mapping and information systems, and
the creation of specialized tools related to conservation, natural resources management, and public and social engagement issues.

Current and quality orthorectified, 15cm-30cm resolution imagery that meets
rigorous industry accuracy and quality standards through the use of the most
sophisticated processing methodologies, to provide industry professionals with a
product that can be used with confidence. Enhance your GIS experience and
make better decisions with the Hexagon Imagery Program.
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West Safety Services is North America’s leading provider of 9-1-1 technology
solutions. Backed by over 36 years of world-class network engineering focused
on the needs of public safety, West manages the entire emergency response
continuum through data management, reliable networks and a deep understanding of public and personal safety emergency response protocols. We continue to
develop ground-breaking NG9-1-1 solutions. Our seamless, reliable, redundant,
end-to-end infrastructure enables responding agencies to locate, route, transport
and deliver emergency communications to help save lives. West continues to
break new ground, providing users of both traditional and emerging technology
with high-quality, reliable access to 9-1-1.

Founded over 30 years ago, Geoline Inc has long been the leading industry of
advanced positioning solutions in the Pacific Northwest. We provide instruments, tools, supplies, software, and solutions for all your Geospatial needs.
With showrooms in the surrounding areas of both Seattle and Portland, remote
employees in Eastern Washington and Boise Idaho, as well as a Partner dealer in
Medford Oregon, our well trained staff is prepared to assist you in any Sales,
Service, Rental, Training, or Support needs. Geoline Inc is the only authorized
Trimble Reseller of all Trimble Geospatial products in the territory of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. Our objective is always to provide you with the best
solution to meet your needs.

The Summit
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GIS User Groups in Washington

WAURISA Contacts

ACSM – Washington State Section
www.wss-acsm.org

Board of Directors 2016-2017

Cascadia Users of Geospatial Open Source
groups.google.com/group/cugos
Contact Karsten Venneman
Central Puget Sound GIS User Group
Join Listserve here
Central Washington GIS User Group
https://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=8252704
Meets the 2nd Wednesday of each month.
Contact Amanda Taub

Joshua Greenberg

President

Ian Von Essen

Vice President

Sarah Myers

Secretary

Don Burdick

Treasurer

Heather Glock

Past President

Board Members At-Large

Cort Daniel
Jacob Tully
Joy Paulus
David Wallis
Kerri O’Conner

Cowlitz-Wahkiakum GIS User Group
Meets the first Wednesday of each month at 3:00 pm at the
Cowlitz County Administration Building, general meeting room
(GMR-3rd flr), 207 North 4th Ave, Kelso WA (unless other location is announced).
Contact David Wallis

King County GIS User Group
www.kingcounty.gov/operations/GIS/UserGroups.aspx
Meets 1st Wednesday every other month at 11:00am at the
KCGIS Center, 201 S. Jackson Street, Seattle WA, Conf Room
7044/7045.
Northwest Washington GIS User Group
www.wwu.edu/huxley/spatial/nwwgis/nwwgis_mtgs.htm
Southeast Washington/Northwest Oregon GIS User Group
http://gisgroup.wordpress.com
Washington Geographic Information Council (WAGIC)
geography.wa.gov/wagic
Join Listserve here

Anna Yost
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Anna Yost
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Washington Hazus Users Group
http://www.usehazus.com/wahug
Contact Kelly Stone

WAURISA
1402 Auburn Way North
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Auburn WA 98002
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